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University Union renovations begin this sum m er
By Adam Lassanske
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

'*

If you’re thinking of heading to the
University Union for a good place to
study or to take a nap this summer,
think again. You might instead be
greeted with the sound of a hammer
and a band saw.
By fall quarter the southwest wing
ot the UU, where San Luis Lounge,
ASl Events and W.O.W. are current
ly housed, will be transformed into an

all-new student services area. The
remodeling of the building will allow
for improved, faster service to the
campus community, said Dave
Edwards, director of A Sl and UU
programs.
“The renovation will provide for
significant growth in ASl-funded
programs for all students of Cal Poly
based on the passage of the A Sl fee
increase in November 2001,” he said.
“When we talk about what the stu
dents will see by this fall, the greatest

expansion will be in supporting the
club programs.”
Edwards said that by the time stu
dents return in the fall, they will have
a facility dedicated to assisting cam
pus clubs.
“W hat we heard from students is
that if they’ve got an issue and they’re
in between classes, they don’t want to
sit in an office and wait for .someone
to help them,” he said. “W e’ve
designed workflow around a no-wait
philosophy. This will definitely be

SLO summer far from boring
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one-stop shopping for clubs.”
Edwards also said an expanded staff
should help with efficiency.
“Our goal is front-line student ser
vices,” he said. “That means hiring
additional staff to serve students and
adopting a new philosophy to serving
students.”
The UU first began renovation last
summer. Conference room UU220,
Julian’s, portions of Club 221 and the
upstairs art gallery received facelifts.
Funding for all these renovations

By Dawn Rapp
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Above, Bad Sushi plays in the M ission Plaza last Friday evening. They are just one of the many
bands perform ing in the Concerts in the Plaza series that take place every Friday from 5:30 to
7:30.Tommorrow, the San Luis O bispo Jazz Band will be perform ing in the plaza.

By Grant Shellen

and don’t take classes, so they
have more free time to go out.
M U ST A N G DAILY C O N TRIBU TO R
“Even the (people) I know that
We have all heard it before: are in school are taking less class
“T here’s nothing to do in San es, maybe just on Monday and
Luis Obispo.”
Wednesday even,” Lando said.
T his com m on student com 
Along with just hanging out,
plaint might seem especially true there are a few events that attract
during summer, when a majority crowds during the summer. The
of Cal Poly students pack up and free Concerts in the Plaza series,
go home for a few months. But in its seventh year, has drawn a
even though it’s no Los Angeles continually larger crowd every
or San Francisco, San Luis year, said Christine Bragg of the
Obispo manages to entertain stu Downtown Association.
dents who decide to stay.
“W hen it started, it was only
The main attraction is down three concerts: one in June, one
town, where more people appear in July and one in August,” she
to walk around during the sum said. “There were about 50 people
mer, said Josh Lando, a computer who came to watch.”
engineering major who has spent
T h e association decided to
two summers in town.
press on despite the early lack of
“It is more relaxed, less of a interest, Bragg said.
college atmosphere,” he said. “1
“T he year after that, we added
actually kind of like it.”
a fourth concert, and the third
Many Cal Poly students who year we made it a 10-concert
stay in San Luis Obispo have jobs series,” she said. “T h at is when it

started to pick up.”
There are now 11 concerts,
which draw about 2,000 people to
the Mission Plaza on Friday sum
mer nights, Bragg said. Alcohol
may be purchased at the event,
but none may be brought in or
taken out of the designated area.
Food may be either brought in or
purchased at the event.
A San Luis Obispo investment
advisor is trying to start a new
annual event: Vinyl Record Day.
Gary J. Freiberg, a record enthusi
ast, solicited and received a dec
laration from the San Luis Obispo
County Board of Supervisors rec
ognizing Aug. 12, 2002 as the
inaugural Vinyl Record Day in
the county. Freiberg is organizing
a celebration to take place on
Aug 17 in the Mission Plaza.
“Music is something that we all
share,” he said. “We all have

see SUMMER, page 7

see UNION, page 2

Parking officer cleared of
charges after investigation
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

f *1

comes from already-allocated student
fees, as determined by the university
under advisory of the University
Union Advisory Board. Funded pro
jects include the current interior and
exterior remodeling, as well as future
renovations to the University Union
Plaza and the Chumash Auditorium.
Another project could be the
merging of Backstage Pizza and
M ePhee’s gaming center. Edwards

The Cal Poly parking enforcement
officer that was accused of ticketing
cars with unexpired meters has been
cleared of all charges.
Parking officer Ken Brocks was
investigated by University Police for
citing cars that still had time left on
their meters. The investigation was a
result of the claim that Jason
Kaltenbach, an industrial technolcYgy
senior, saw Brocks citing cars with time
still left on their meters.
University Police commander Bill
Watton .said that after a thorough
investigation, they were unable to
show any wrongdoing by the parking
officer.
“After contacting all the witnesses,
including the suspected party, no
wrongdoing was found,” he said.
Watton said that University Police
took the matter seriously and that all
concerns were addressed. In one
instance, a meter ran out, the car was
ticketed, and then the car owner came
out and put in more money without
moving the parking ticket, Watton
said.
However, Kaltenbach is only par-

tially satisfied.
Kaltenbach said that he saw Bnxks
write a ticket for a car parked with 15
minutes left, in front of the Business
building on California Street on Feb.
13.
Kaltenbach said that he had to file a
Freedom of Information Act to get the
University Police to take his accusa
tions seriously.
At first, Kaltenbach was unhappy
with how his case was handled, but he
was later satisfied with how the case
was dealt with when Watton took over.
Kaltenbach said that after Watton
took over the investigation, his accusatioas were taken seriously and thor
oughly investigated.
“1 couldn’t prove it, and they could
n’t disprove it,” Kaltenbach said. “1
stand by my observation and what 1
saw.”
TT»e investigation took about 20
days, Kaltenbach said. He compared it
to a draw - it was unable to be proven
or disproven by both parties.
Kaltenbach said his case was weakened
when he found out that the girl that
confirmed his claims had 47 parking
tickets.

see METERS, page 7

Psychic fair visits San Luis Obispo,
offers alternative entertainment
By Nadea Mina
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Tarot card readings, sensual mas
sages and palm reading were some of
the services provided last Saturday as
the annual Psychic Message Fair
came to San Luis Obispo.
Herbs, candles and powders
designed for customers to relax sur
rounded the Veterans Hall. Patrons
could pay $1 per minute to get a full
body massage. There were vendors
from all over the country to sell items
to those who felt like they needed to
relax. A woman sat at her booth
stringing glass into a new bracelet
that she could .sell. At another table,
belly-dancing gear was sold, which
included beautiful hand-beaded

shawls that sold for between $60 and
$500.
“Tlte fair is a good way to bring all
different forms of psychic energy and
spirituality,” said psychic Robin Berry.
Berry, who has been in the business
for 30 years, is an international read
er who travels around the world with
her manager to read the future and to
cast love spells. She has an interna
tional line as well, so she is able to
respond to anyone’s needs.
She started reading tarot cards
when she was 10 years old.
On Saturday, Berry prepared a
reading for 22-year-old Hal Friedman,
who was introduced to the psychic

see FAIR, page 7
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W eather

W ATCH
5-DAY FORECAST
FRIDAY
High: 74® / Low: 53®
SATURDAY
High: 76® / Low: 54®
SUNDAY
High: 78® / Low: 53®
MONDAY
High: 77® / Low: 53®
TUESDAY
High: 76® / Low: 53®

TO DAY'S SUN
Rise: 5:50 a.m. / Set: 8:22 p.m.

TODAY'S M O O N
Rise: 7:27 a.m. / Set: 11 .*01 p.m.

TO D A Y'S TIDE
AT PORT SAN LUIS

Low: 6:59 a.m. /-0.96 feet
High: 2:01 p.m. / 3.84 feet
Low: 6:09 p.m. / 2.88 feet
High:N/A
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Centerpoint Theatre closes this weekend
By Rebecca Howes
M USTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

San Luis Obispo’s Centerpoint
Theatre Group, known for its cutting-ed^e, contemporary and some
times controversial works, is taking
its last bow on June 30.
Contrary to the beliets ot some,
founder Marie Garcia doesn’t blame
the theatre’s landlord. Greyhound
Bus Lines. Instead she believes that
the city fell short in making the the
atre a permanent reality in San Luis
Obispo.
“1 don’t think that the city of San
Luis Obispo understood what we were
trying to do,” Garcia said. “They pat
ted us on the head and told us that
they understood our concept. We
started with an idea. We wanted to
start a theatre that could support and
utilize local people, local talent.”
Alter acting in the play “Witness
for the Prosecution” in 1991, Garcia,
bit by the theatre bug, decitled to
start her own theatre group. One year
later her dream had become a reality
when the Centerpoint Theatre
Group put on its first play, “The Odd
Couple,” (Female Version), by Neil
Simon. At that time the group was a
wandering troupe, putting on plays
wherever they were able.
“Marie was a one-woman wrecking
crew,” said John Pattalino, co
founder ot the Centerpoint and the
director of ‘Witness for the
Prosecution.’ “She opened the the
atre all by herself, 1 was just there for
love and support. That’s all. She is

the true founder.”
In 1994, Garcia approached the
management at the San Luis Obispo
Greyhound Bus Lines about renting
out their cafeteria space to put on
plays. The cafeteria was closed
because of financial reasons, and the
local management bent over back
wards for the theatre, Garcia said.
In the 10 years that Centerpoint
operated as a theatre group, they put
on 55 plays. Fifty-three were per
formed in the cafeteria, which the
actors call the “black box” because of
its color and size. Many of the plays
dealt with sensitive and .serious issues,
from AIDS to serial killers.
“It was exciting work,” Garcia said.
“We rode the wave as far as we
could.”
Throughout its 10-year span,
Centerpoint Theatre Group tackled
plays with themes that tended to
draw a younger crowd. That was
Garcia’s intention all along, because
she wanted a theatre that would be
accessible and interesting to Cal Poly
and Cuesta students as well as the rest
of the community.
In 2000, Garcia gave up the reins
of the Centerpoint to Kevin Harris,
the current artistic director of the
theatre. The fact that she is no longer
an active member doesn’t make the
closing of the theatre any less painful.
“1 spent 16-hour days and put my
heart and my s l t u I into it, and 1 made
it work,” Garcia said. “This theatre
will be missed in retrospect. Tliere
will be a void.”
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Parking permit prices
to rise this September
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The Centerpoint Theatre, which will be closing, will be having its
last performance this Sunday.
The fact that the bus company has
refused to renew the lease is a mcxit
point for Garcia.
“Greyhound is not the theatre
business,” Garcia said. “The fact that
we were there at that location made
about as much sense as putting a hot
dog stand in a dcKtor’s office. TTiey
were great to us for a number of years
and for that we are thankful. We did
some amazing work, and that alone is
our legacy. Tliey made it possible for
us by making the rent affordable.”
The future of the Centerpoint
Theatre Group is unknown. Tliey
haven’t been able to find a new home
or rally the support of the city. Harris

has made plans to move on to New
Orleans to pursue his directing career,
so it kxiks like it could be curtains for
the theatre.
The remaining four shows for “The
Cherry Orchard,” by Anton Chekov,
are June 27 through June 30.
All show times are at 8 p.m. Prices
for all shows are $12, with the excep
tion of the final show.
For information regarding ticket
prices for the final presentation, as
well as reservations for all shows,
please
call
545-8392.
The
Centerpoint Theatre Group is liKated at 150 South St. in San Luis
Obispti.

CRIME ROUND-UP
The University Police Departm ent report
ed these crimes within the last week.

committee might begin to UxTk at
other long-range projects, like fixing

By Dale Quinn
M u s t a n g d a il y c o n t r i b u t o r

“T/ie C al Poly master
plan brings additional
students to the campus.
With additional students
comes ...the need for
additional parking
spaces.*'

The price for parking at Cal
Poly w’ill rise to $60 per quarter
this fall.
The increase is the final ot two
yearly increases that began fall
quarter 2001.
Campus planners and adminis
tration raised the fee becau.se the
Parking Services department is a
Cindy Campbell
self-suppcirting entity of the uni
Associate director
versity, said Cindy Campbell, asso
ciate director ot the University University Police Department
Police Department. That means it
receives no money from tuition or emment on that committee.”
Furthermore, Parking Services
taxes.
“T he Cal Poly master plan does more than maintain and
brings additional students to the increase parking spaces. Programs
campus,” Campbell .said. “With allowing students to ride the bus
additional students comes addi free, providing bike ItKkers and
tional services, staff and faculty, racks, the escort van and future
and in turn, obviously, the need for roadway improvements for bicycle
paths are all responsibilities of
additional parking spaces.”
Parking Services, which is a parking services.
Other schools in the California
program in the University Police
Department, must have money to State University system face simi
repair parking lots and have the lar parking problems, with some
revenue to build a new parking selling more permits than they
structure when the university is have parking spaces for.
“This is a system-wide issue and
ready.
The decision was made with the there’s concern to make sure that
approval of President Warren there is adequate parking for
Baker, and included the involve everybody that needs to actually
drive a car versus get here by
ment of Associated Students Inc.
“Any time there is a fee increase another method,” Campbell said.
As to whether or not students at
like this, even though it’s not a
required fee,” Campbell said, “It Cal Poly can expect further
still goes to the campus fee adviso increases in quaffers to come,
ry committee and there are repre Campbell said no measures have
sentatives from ASI student gov- been intrfxiuced or passed.

the fountain in the UU Plaza.
Business senior Ray Hill said he’d
like to see the fountain in the plaza
working before he graduates.
“I remember when 1 was touring
the campus for the first time,” Hill

June 21 The wine cabinet section of the kitchen in the
Cal Poly Performing Arts Center was broken into.
Nothing was taken and no one has been caught,
if the person is caught and the crime is found to
be a burglary, then the convicted person could
get from 16 nK>nths to she years in state prison.

said. “Our tour guide told us the foun
tain only worked in the spring.
S<imething tells me he didn’t know
what he was talking aKmt.”
Other future projects include keep
ing the UU open around the clock.
Edwards said that this is a common

June 2 4 A car was broken into in the G2 parking lo t A ceil
phone, medication, CD's, and a purse were stolen
-the total cost reaching $250. If caught the per
son vrho is responsible for the burglary could get
16 months to six years in state prison.

student wi.sh and that it will be a
future priority._____________________
“Twenty-four-hour service is defi
nitely on the docket,” he said.
“Especially as we see an increase in
student enrollment and on-campus
residency.”
ASI plans to upgrade Chuma.sh
Auditorium in the summer of 2003.
That project includes completely ren
ovating the auditorium with a new
sound system, lighting and stage area.
For more information, visit the UU
Web site at www.asi.calpoly.edu/uu.

calendar
* Rec Sports July 1 - Beginning Swim Qass
$40 for a nine week session (Tue. anci
Thur., 2-3 pm)
Intennediate Swim Qass
$40 for a nine week session (Tue ard
Thurs., 2:45-4 pm)
July 8 - Youth Swim Lessons
For more Information contact Rec Review
Tuesdays - Poly Escapes Mystery Trips
Includes hiking, beaches, rock climbing,
etc. 5:30 at the admissions flag pole.
For more infonnation contact Rod Neubert
at 720-1132.

National/Intemational News
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NationalBriefs
Com pany's banking books
off by $3.8 billion
W ASHINGTON - WorldCom
Inc., the nations second-largest
long-distance telecommunications
provider, reported it had improperly
accounted for $3.8 billion in
expenses and the resulting charge
against earnings will wipe out all the
companies repiirted profits since the
beginning of last year.
The company swept $3.8 billion
in expenses off its profit-and-loss
statement by counting them as cap
ital expenditures, which are deduct
ed from revenue over a longer peri
od, not immediately.
The top financial officer, Scott
Sullivan, was reportedly fired and
the resignation of David Myers,
senior vice president and controller
was accepted. Sources said that the
justice Department has begun a
criminal investigation.
“Our senior management team is
shtKked by these discoveries,” said
John Sidgmore, WorldCom’s new
chief executive, in a statement
issued Tuesday night. “We are com
mitted to operating WorldCom in
accordance with the highest ethical
standards.”
-T h e Washington post

already burned 375,000 acres and is
the largest wildfire in Arizona state
history. It came within a half-mile of
the town hut no homes were dam
aged.
President Bush viewed the region
Tuesday where he declared the
week-old fire a national disaster.
“We’re kind of used to big fires
out West,” Bush said, ‘ hut this is the
biggest of all big fires.”
Approximately 30,000 people
from Show Low and surrounding
areas have been evacuated. By
Tuesday, the fire had burned 586
square miles, an area larger than Los
Angeles and destroyed at least 350
homes. Fire officials said that no
edge of the fire had been contained.
Firefighters have been divided
among four command centers along
the 180-mile perimeter and alxiut
10,000 homes remain threatened.
-Los Angeles Times

“The overall objective is to align
the test more closely with what is
taught in schcxil today while assess
ing students’ critical thinking skills,”
said David Jacob, spokesman for the
College Board.
Such changes come a year after
Richard Atkinson, president of the
University of California system,
called for dropping the SAT 1 as a
requirement. The UC system is the
tests largest customer.
Changes would not go into effect
before 2005.
-T h e Washington Post

Car crash leaves six dead
PINE VALLEY, Calif. - Six peo
ple were killed and 16 others were
injured Tuesday in what authorities
called one of the most horrific colli
sions ever involving an attempt by
illegal immigrants to evade capture
by the U.S. Border patrol.
Five suspected illegal immigrants
College Board considers
and a male citizen of Albuquerque,
changes in standardized test
N.M., were killed instantly Monday
W ASHINGTON — Trustees of night when a van loaded with 33
the College Board are scheduled to people struck four oncoming vehi
vote today on a proposed overhaul cles on interstate Highway 8 about
of the SAT I. It will he the most sig 50 miles east of San Diego.
nificant change in the test’s history.
The van was speeding west in the
The changes include the addition easthound lanes-against the flow of
of a writing section, complete with a traffic-with headlights turned off in
20 to 30 minute handwritten essay, an apparent attempt to avoid a bor
dropping the analogies and adding der patrol checkpoint, California
higher-level mathematics questions. Highway Patrol officials said.
Arizona fires continue blazing
The new test would be designed
The 1994 Dodge van first sideSHOW LOW, Ariz. - Firefighters
to
assess
how
well
students
learned
swiped
a 1989 Honda Prelude and a
set a series of hack hums Tuesday to
stop the approaching wildfire that the material in high school rather 1996 Honda Accord. Both drivers
was threatening the community of than the current test that measures survived without serious injury.
Next the van slammed head-on into
Show Li>w. TTie massive fire has students’ aptitude.

we have
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a 1993 Ford Explorer instantly
killing the driver, Larry Baca of
Albuquerque.
Finally, the van hit head-on a
1989 Toyota van. The driver of the
Toyota was hospitalized in serious
condition.
No skid marks were found at the
scene which authorities suggest
means that the accident happened
too quickly for the drivers to react.
- Los Angeles Times

IntemationalBriefs

Palestinian Authority and end
Israeli occupation. However, they
said that the future of the
Palestinian leadership was up to the
Palestinians themselves and not an
outside government.
-T h e Washington Post

Cuts in U.S. aid angers Ecuador
Q U ITO , Ecuador - U.S. cuts in
economic assistance have upset the
Ecuadorean
government.
The
money they claim is needed to pre
vent guerrilla activity and drug trafficing in Colombia’s civil war from
spilling over its border.
There have been several incur
sions by Colombian guerrilla forces
already.
Ecuador incurred a 34.4 percent
cut of combined security ad eco
nomic aid in February; this was the
largest percentage cut of any coun
try. The U.S. reduced its Andean
Initiative, an anti-drug program that
Colombia had designed for its
neighbors to help withstand the
spillover effects of its civil conflict.
The aid went from $74 million to
$50 million.
The cuts came just weeks after
the Ecuadorean government agreed
to allow the U.S. military to estab
lish presence in the port city of
Manta. From that Uxation the U.S.
government can have surveillance
flights over Colombia.
— Los Angeles Times

World leaders meet at summit
to discuss M iddle East issues
CALGARY, Alberta - In a
remote Rocky Mountain resort, the
leaders of the world’s major industri
al countries gathered Tuesday for a
two-day summit. The meeting’s pur
pose was to discuss topics of long
term international concern.
However,
early
discussions
fcKused on the immediate worries in
the Middle East. President Bush’s
remarks from his speech Monday
that set out a framework for estab
lishing a Palestinian state, dominat
ed the minds of the delegates. Most
of the leaders had issued statements
distancing themselves from Bush’s
insistence that Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat he replaced before a
serious peace negotiations with
Israel can begin.
The governments of Britain,
Germany and France said they
appreciate Bush’s commitment to Briefs com piled from various new s
peace. They also agreed on the need services by Sum m er M u stang editorto end the violence, reform the in < h ie f Malia Spencer.
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Full Circle offers eclectic, random bits of culture
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

It you hate the contormity of Gap
and Express, Full Circle mif^ht he the
place for you.
Specializing in unique trinkets,
used clothing and multi-cultural
items. Full Circle has something for
everyone. There are toys for both
young and old: Curious George for
the little ones and a “Worst-Case
Scenario Dating and Sex” addre.ss
h(X)k tor the fun-loving adults. This
store is one of the tew stores down
town that has many Asian-style gifts
as well as beach hags and sarongs.
“They have the most unique gifts
that you can’t find anywhere else,”
said psychology junior Thomas
Wood. “I go there to buy gifts tor dif
ficult people, and it’s the only place I
can find a sock monkey. They cater to
a specific crowd rather than the big
stores. And 1 like that, 1 feel wel
come.”
The reason Full Circle has so many
random trinkets is because they try to
buy items that will interest the
employees and the owners, said
owner Marcy Israel.
It’s a thrift store with a twist.
Toward the back of the store you will
find used-clothing that the owners
buy from other customers.

Owners Meli.ssa Marten and Israel
have what they call “buy day”
throughout the year. A buy day is a
day where customers and other sellers
come and try to sell Israel and Marten
items to be sold in the shop. They buy
items ranging from Gap jeans to peas
ant tops, and sell them for half the
price of retail.
“We arc one of the few stores who
specialize in used clothing and sell it
at an affordable price, “ Israel said.
Corinne Curl-Melendez, a nutri
tion junior, appreciates that there is a
non-trendy store downtown to shop.
Rather than buying a peasant shirt
from Crazy Jays, she likes to get actu
al vintage ones.
“I was wearing hippie gear before it
became trendy,” she said. “I wouldn’t
pay 30 bucks for a shirt that I could
get (at Full Circle) for 10 dollars, and
I like that. 1 like the fact that I buy
what 1 like when I want, even though
it might not be in season.”
Before moving to their store on
888 Monterey St. 10 years ago, they
were located in The Creamery, which
is also downtown. Full Circle used to
have seven owners that wanted to be
a part of a corporation, Israel said.
Another goal for the store was to cre
ate a welcoming atmosphere. On a
recent Monday afternotm, light jazz

“1 go there to buy gifts for
difficult people. ”
Thomas Wood
Psychology Senior
and Spanish beats played in the back
ground while two teenage girls spent
lots of time exploring the books, and
a regular customer came back to buy
more unique greeting cards.
“We provide a human, comfortable
environment to get others to relax,”
Israel said. “We respect our customers
as individuals rather than just getting
them to buy stuff.”
A big question recently is can
these mom-and-pop shops survive in
a big corporate American world?
Full Circle has been around for 20
years and remains in good condition.
Corporations might make more
money, but stores like Full Circle say
they make loyal friends. Israel wants
her customers to feel welcome any
time, and doesn’t want to force a cor
poration-type atmosphere down her
customers’ throat. Many of the cus
tomers are regulars and know the
owner by first name. They just seem
to keep coming back; Israel said that
it’s a nice hangout spot for anyone.
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Jesus hangs out with some sun glasses. He and m any other trinkets
are Just some of the many unusual items available at Full Circle.

Events CaleiKdar
6'27 Thursday Little Wings and Bobby Birdman @ Two Dogs Coffee
in SLO
6 '2 8 Friday Little Wings and Parade @ Linnea’s 9 p.m.
6 '2 9 Saturday Native American Cultural Gathering @ Jewell’s Trading
Post in Grover Beach 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
This event features Native American drums, singers and dancers. Indian
tacos andfryhread and several venders o f indigenous crafts. T here’s also a
bead class. For more info call 4 7 3 '1541
6'29 Sacred Art of the Sand Mandalas @ San Luis Obispo Art
Center. Opening Ceremony Saturday 11 a.m to 5 p.m.
artwork meticulously created by monks pouring colored sand into intricate
designs called Mandalas. Admission is free.
7'I Monday is Tech Night @ Two Dogs Coffee in SLO
B rian K ent/S ummer

mustang

Fax events to us at: 756'6784

For 20 years Full Circle on Monterey Street in San Luis O bispo has
been both A place to either hang o u t or shop for difficult people.

Themes in Chekhov's'Cherry Orchard'still relevant
By Rebecca Howes
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

What do depleting farmland, “Big
Box” stores, and a play by Anton
Chekhov have in common? The
answer is change.
“The Cherry Orchard", written in
1903, tells the story of the Ranevskys,
a Russian family facing the eminent
loss of their estate and the beautiful
cherry orchard that has remained in
the family for generations. The family
must choose between chopping down
their cherry orchard and building
houses on it in order to keep the estate,
or losing both and starting life anew.
“The Cherry Orchard” is playing
through June 30 at the Centerpoint
Theatre. The play will be the last show
that the Centerpoint puts on at this
location.
When director Rod Porter and pro
ducer Rick Jackson approached Kevin

Harris, the arts director and owner of
Centerpoint, about putting on an
adaptation to Chekhov’s classic play,
Harris embraced the idea.
“We wanted to do this play because
it has themes regarding change,”
Jackson said. “There is great pressure
over change and progress. ‘Big Box’
stores relate to that theme here in San
Luis Obispo.”
Jackson’s role in the play doesn’t
stop at producer. He plays the role of
Lopakhin, the son of peasants who has
become very wealthy. Jackson plays the
part with pure wit and humor.
Though the play has serious themes,
it is comedic. Funny, moving, and at
times stoic, each actor captures his or
her character in a manner that is
unique and unforgettable.
Freers, the Ranevskys’ butler, is
played by John Battalino, an actor of
deep talent able to convey feelings

through facial expressions as well as
body language. His mastery of the craft
made the audience laugh out loud.
“It was my idea for John to play the
part of Freers,” said Porter. “ He has
the last line and the last light on stage.”
Battalino is one of the original
founders of the Centerpoint Theatre.
To Porter, the last line and the last light
on the last night seemed a fitting way
for Battalino to say good-bye to the
Centerpoint Theatre.
The music for the play, composed
by Chris
Beem
and
Dianne
Greenaway, is one of the things that
the audience first notices while sitting
in the dark waiting for the play to
begin. It is unique because it is live.
The theatre is small, allowing the
music to float all around viewers like a
cloud of sweet perfume. Not too loud,
not too soft, the sounds add to the inti
mate feeling that you can only get in a

“We wanted to do this play
because it has themes
regarding change.”
Rick Jackson
producer
theatre like the Centerpoint.
The sets were simple. Consisting of
only wood and cinder blocks, they
transformed the stage from a room in
the estate to the cherry orchard within
moments.
Freers and Dunyasha the maid, who
is played by the talented Robyn Taylor,
change the sets like they might change
the sheets on one of the estate’s beds.
These two interact with hardly a word
between them, yet the audience knows
exactly what he expects of her by his
gestures and facial expressions. Her
body language and expressions tell us

that she would rather be doing some
thing else.
Overall, the simplicity of the sets,
the talented actors, the live music and
the intimate atmosphere all served to
create a classic story with a theme still
relevant to modern San Luis Obispo.
The four remaining shows are
Thursday, June 27 through Sunday,
June 30, with the final show on
Sunday. Tickets are $12 Thursday
through Saturday. There will be a spe
cial student price of $5 on Thursday
the 27th. On Sunday, food and drinks
will be provided to celebrate the final
presentation. For information regard
ing ticket prices and reservations for
the final presentation, as well as all
shows, please call 545-8392. The
Centerpoint Theatre is located at 150
South Street next to the Greyhound
bus station.
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Williams in top form with new soundtrack
By Andrew Parker
M ustang D aily S taff W riter

The Force is still with John
Williams.
Known for penning big themes
with big emotion, Williams has
scored some of the highest-grossing
films of all time, including the origi
nal Star Wars trilogy, almost every
Steven Spielberg movie and last
year’s Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone.
It comes as no surprise that Star
Wars director George Lucas wanted
Williams back for his Star Wars:
Episode I I ' Attack of the Clones. After
all, Williams’ bombastic “Star Wars
Main Title,’’ now almost thirty years
old, is probably the most famous
soundtrack piece in movie history.
But those expecting Williams’ trade
mark melodrama and overwrought
orchestration this time around are in
for a surprise.
Instead of pushing the London
Symphony Orchestra to record two
hours of over-the-top, Saturday-matinee heroics (as per previous films in
the Star Wars series), Williams dials
back. He’s wisely chosen to blend

muted renditions of familiar musical
themes from the series with more
nuanced incidental music. The result
is a soundtrack that exists to serve the
film, not outshine it.
The decision to favor substance
over style comes at a crucial moment
in Williams’ career. While big name
directors admire the composer for his
rousing work and Williams’ overall
contribution to film history is secure,
many film critics have developed dis
taste for the composer, calling previ
ous scores unsuitable and intrusive.
TTiose critics should be silenced
from the moment they hear Episode
IPs “The Tusken Camp,” and
“Departing Coruscant,” both works of
stunning, unforced power. Williams
allows tension to build within each
track. Twittering woodwinds move
about in the background of both
numbers, almost sub-consciously,
twirling around small motifs and
phrases before bleeding into tense
waves of brass and strings.
Williams allows the tracks to find
their own way. On screen, this
approach has the effect of supporting
a scene rather than overpowering it.
In previous films Williams’ work

interrupted the action by overreact
ing or cuing what was to come. Here
he’s working in the interest of the
film itself.
Williams also does a fine job of
blending his previous Suir Wars cre
ations with the new music. “The
Homestead” and “Confrontation”
effortlessly

incorporate

Williams’

“Duel of the Fates” and “Imperial
March,” respectively, from earlier
courtesy photo

films in the series.
Of

course,

since

it

is

John

John Williams has scored many major bltKkbusters, including Jaivs.

Williams, there are still a few sweep
ing dramatic pieces. “Love Theme,”
the only truly developed theme in the
film, is a bit over-the-top, but just as
it appears to build to impossible - and
ridiculous - fervor, the track relaxes
into bittersweet longing, indicative of
the newer, more mature Williams
approach.
If you’re a fan of soundtrack music.
Episode IPs score is highly recom
mended.

It’s fresh, inventive, and

exciting.

Williams was wise to re

invent his approach.

The guy has

scored over 80 films in 40 years, and
there’s a reason he’s still around.

Ya-Ya sisters is really a No-No

91.3 KCPR Tod Thirteen
1. Pedro the Lion “Control”
2. E l'P “Fantastic Damage”
3. VHS or Beta “Le Funk”
4. East Flatbush Project “Self-titled”
5. Various Artists “Africa Raps”
6. Weezer “Maladroit”
7. Tom Waits “Bloodmoney”
8. Sage Francis “Personal journals”
9. Kid 606 “The Action Packed...”
10. french Kicks
11. David Grubbs “Rickets and Scurvy
12. Imperial Teen “On”
13. Suba “Tribute”

M o vie Listings
Palm Theatre 541-5161
The Importance of Being Earnest
4:15,7:00,9:15

fj

The Dangerous Lives of Altar Boys
7:00,9:15
M onsoon Wedding 4:15
Italian for Beginners 4:15,7:00
Amelie 9:15 Sat-Sun: 1:30,9:15
i
courtesy photo

Fremont 546-8600

The Ya-Ya sisters share in rituals, blood and booze in The Secrets o f the Ya-Ya Sisterhood.
the mother-daughter relationship
M ustang D aily S taff W riter
together are pulled apart. Siddalee’s
ego-driven mother becomes crazed
If you are an independent woman with anger, pain and stubbornness
who frequently reminisces about the toward Siddalee, creating a problem
past, intrudes into other people’s lives only her fellow Ya-Ya sisters can
and has a strong liver, then you are a stilve.
likely candidate for The Divine Secrets
In a drastic and over-the-top
o f the Ya-Ya Sisterhood.
attempt to mend the open wound
This sappy feel-gixxl drama about that is their relationship, the Icxiny
four women’s lifelong friendship is Ya-Ya sisters drug Siddalee and secret
guaranteed to give every middle-age ly take her from New York to
woman that “warm fuzzy” feeling.
Louisiana. Once she is captured and
Ya-Ya Sisterhood revolves around at the mercy of the Ya-Ya cult, uh, I
the lives of four defiant, crazy, mean sisters, she is told about the
menopausal women who take interest “sisterhcxxl” as well as why her moth
in involving themselves with the er is a nut and a lush.
lives of the people around them. As
In the meantime, Siddalee is
you watch the film, you somehow approaching her wedding day. The
become trapped into the mindsets of young couple’s relationship becomes
women in their late fifties. This is a a little rcx:ky as they approach the big
particularly petrifying feeling for date. Her fiancee, Collin, is pre
those of us still in college.
dictably patient, funny and near-per
The Divine Secrets o f Ya-Ya fect, creating the ideal situation for
Sisterhood, a Gaylord Prcxiuction, pre Siddalee to get kidnapped by his
sents a generic Steel Magnolia-fla mother-in-law’s intrusive friends. The
vored movie aK)ut lifelong friend underlying baggage Siddalee carries ships and women in the South. The courtesy of her psychotic mother story revolves around Siddalee becomes her motivation to learn
Walker (played by Sandra Bullock), more alxxit the past and solve her
one of the Ya-Ya sister’s daughters. relationship problems.
When comments about her mother
The Divine Secrets o f the Ya-Ya
Vivi (played by Ellen Burstyn) and Sisterhood is most enjoyable for mid
their family secrets are published in dle-age women who enjoy celebrating
Time magazine, the stitches holding the btinds between their female coun

By Lucia Stone

terparts. IXiring the continual flash
backs about the Ya-Ya sisters’ lives,
the viewer begins to see the divine
secrets unfold or, like me, becomes
fixated on Ellen Bumstyn’s stained
brown teeth in numerous close-up
.shots. Regardless of the memories
that they share together, the young
sisters seem to always have an alco
holic drink in hand and a trick up
their sleeves.
Cynical remarks aside, Ya-Ya
Sisterhood had some good parts ttxi.
Vivi Walker in the early years (played
by Ashley Judd) gave good insight
into what life is like when living with
an alcoholic family member. Aside
from the ridiculous hats they made or
the Satan-like ritual of pricking their
palms with knives. The Ya-Ya
Sisterhixxl symlxilized the intimate
btmd and companionship women can
provide for each other. This last point
probably explains why the theatre
had mostly females for the showing.
“1 loved it,” said Bud, the only
male in the audience, “Eispecially
because 1 live with a bunch
of women.”
If you cry at Folger’s commercials,
then you will thoroughly enjoy The
Divine Secrets o f the Ya-Ya Sisterluxxl. 1
recommend you wait until it comes
out on video or do what a “sister”
would do: buy a drink instead. Ya-Ya!

Star Wars: Episode II
12:40,4:00,7:10,10:20
Hey Arnold! 12:30,2:45,5:00,7:20,9:30
The Sum of All Fears
12:50,3:50,7:00,10:00
Spider-Man 1:00,4:10,6:45,9:40

Downtown Centre Cinema 546-8600
Mr. Deeds 12:45,3:15,5:45,8:15,10:35
Lilo & Stitch 12:30,2:45,5:00,7:15,9:30
Minority Report 1:00,4:10,7:30,10:45
Scooby-Doo 12:15,2:30,4:40,7:00,9:20
The Bourne Identity
11:20,2:15,5:10,8:00,10:30
The Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood
1:15,3:45,6:30,9:10
Juwanna M ann 11:00
M y Big Fat Greek Wedding
11:30,2:00,4:30,6:50
________ Piease call to confirm tim es______
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The new'key'ingredient in parking problem solutions
Someone please explain to me why a quarter
buys half an hour of time all around San Luis
Obispo, yet the same 25 cents gives me only 15
minutes on campus. Truly, Cal Poly’s approach
to parking fails us.
1 feel cheated in the parking structure after
I’ve practically vomited from circling the lots for
the umpteenth time. 1 feel injustice sniffing the
livestock as 1 trudge up the never-ending hill
near Baggett Stadium. 1 most certainly experi
ence depravity when 1 am late to class because 1
can’t find a spot to park in!
I also need someone to enlighten me on Cal
Poly’s mathematics. How can a campus justify
issuing more park
ing permits to stu
dents and faculty
than there are spaces? This defies basic logic.
Furthermore, why does this damsel in poten
tial distress have to park near miles away from the
Rec Center late at night, or at the library when
multiple staff and meter spots appear empty?
Indeed, the parking disaster has run amuck
at Cal Poly, which segues beautifully into the

Commentary

scandalous investigation this past spring quar you have to pay just to own a key.
This is an absolute outrage. W hat’s a girl got to
ter into a meter maid ticketing cars before the
time on the meters had expired. This alleged do to get some... parking spots, that is. The way 1
behavior warrants severe scolding on the part size up the situation, I have three options: first, I
of the ticketer and...freeparkingforall! N o,no, could obtain a job at University Police, manipu
late the computer, and dismiss my outstanding
no.
...................... parking tickets. My second
Well, with all due respect, ^ ... .... „ .................... ...................
option is to bike to school
the head honchos of this parkj
i
- r
ing debacle have devised a
i h c CITCITTUI tfldt inj6StS
and forego any fashion
sense that does not require
solution: parking meter keys, the p a rk in g lotS o f C a l
grease.
The keys, which
P oly rivals the ca t fig h tin g
The last option is to
inserted into any
campus, simulate debit cards
M T v S SorOTlty L i f e .
leave for school a solid
hour before my class
whereby a student or staff
member puts money on the key to be deducted begins and launch my pursuit for a spot.
Option three seems most feasible, but 1 am
incrementally each time the key is used. This is
not an aggressive driver. I’m terrified to honk
not a horrible idea.
But, at the same time, someone please edu my horn and 1 rarely flip other drivers off.
cate me on the savings I’ll incur by using one of Thus, I am hack to square one.
these novel inventions. With my simple capac
The drama that infests the parking lots of
Cal Poly rivals the cat fighting on M TV ’s
ity for math, I figure not a whole lot.
The cost of a parking permit for the quarter Sorority Life. Never before have 1 witnessed
versus the meter keys remains about the same; such hair pulling and nail-biting for a slab of
however, take into consideration the fact that concrete.

So here’s my advice: buy a parking permit
in addition to a meter key. This way, you’re
guaranteed a spot. I’m not advocating the key
for its economical advantages, rather for its
practicality. Should an emergency arise (flat
tire, bad hair day), use the key.
When parking, ask yourself, as 1 do in many
situations, “What would Britney Spears do?’ On
any given day, my Britney would most likely park
her convertible Beemer that justin bought her in
the parking structure. However, if she were run
ning late due to an unexpected run-in with
Christina Aguilera, she’d use the brain Pepsi’s
paying her big bucks for (Did 1say brain? I meant
boobs) and pull out her merer key!
Cover all bases and invest in a meter key.
While you won’t necessarily save yourself
money, you will save time.
Now if only I can find someone to shed
light on the irony of Britney’s virginal status
with the lyrics of “I’m a Slave 4 U .”
Caroline Lindahl is a journalism senior and
M u sta n g Daily staff writer.

School stops summer boredom Teacher evaluations waste paper
Summer is finally here! Students can now
relax, go to the beach, party, take vacations
and not have to worry about another class
until September, right?
Not exactly.
Thousands of Cal Poly students are giving
up their three months of summer freedom to
take
summer
classes and make
school a yearround event. 1
am one of them. When it comes to the age-old
debate of summer school versus freedom, sum
mer school is worth it because you can get
classes out of the way quickly.
Cal Poly offers five-week classes, which stu
dents look at as an opportunity to get classes
done in half the time it would take them if they
were taking the class during any other quarter.
Sure, coursework during summer may scare
students, but don’t forget that you have the
choice of only doing this work for five weeks,
not the 10 weeks it would normally take.
Besides the shorter classes, students
chtxjse to go to summer school because it
gives them something to do; it keeps them
busy. You can take summer cla.sses and still
be able to party, go to the beach and take

Commentary

Letter policy
M ustang Daily resen/es the right to edit let
ters for grammar, profanities and length. Please
limit length to 2 W words.
Letters should include the writer's full name,
phone number, major and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407
These letters must be hand-delivered to an
editor.
By fax:
(805) 7 56 ^ 78 4
By email: mustangdaily@hotinail.com

Letters must come from a Cal Poly
e-mail account. D o not send letters as an
attachment Please send the text in the body of
the email.
Attention: Your lettei will not be printed
unless you submit it in the correct format

..

^

vacations. So why not take them?
It’s good to have freedom, but too much
freedom can lead to boredom. Summer is
three months long and as fun as partying or
going to the beach is, it eventually gets a lit
tle old.
That’s why I believe students choose to
take summer classes. It gives them an oppor
tunity to stay busy and use summer as a way
of getting classes out of the way while also
taking a step forward towards graduation.
Why not take a cla.ss during the day while
you party at night? This way, no matter what
else happens during summer, you at least
accomplished something positive and com
pleted a class.
There arc a couple of reasons why students
may chcx')se not to take summer classes. One
reas<m often given is because of the cost.
Summer school costs $520 if you take under
eight units and for some that may not be worth
it.
Another reason is many students have jobs
or internships during the summer and that
takes away from the opportunity to take class
es. No matter what a student decides to do, do
something with your time, don’t just sit on your
couch and complain about how bored you are.
I never took summer school in high school
or in junior high because I was so caught up
with having fun and having freedom over
summer. I enjoyed staying out until 5 a.m. and
going to Las Vegas with my friends. However,
as fun as that was, 1 eventually got too tired
and bored from doing the same thing every
night. I also ran out of money from going to
Vegas so much.
My father always told me to take classes
during summer, but I never did because I
wanted to use summer as a time to relax
and be lazy. My experiences in high school
made me realize that taking summer schcxil
would have been very beneficial and 1
should have done so at the time.
Since we can’t go back in time, don’t
make the same mistakes twice.
That’s why 1 take summer school now.
Navid Niakan is a journalism
M u sta n g Daily staff writer.
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You might say I’m like Switzerland when
it comes to teacher evaluations— uncompro
misingly neutral. Besides, does my voice
actually merit serious consideration?
I doubt it, so I remain content in my
indifference toward the 8’’ by 11” Scantron
that so generously allows me to score
between ‘strongly agree’ and ‘strongly dis
agree.’ Plus, bubbling in my neutral answer
saves time; I simply scribble in the same let
ter and go.
My apathy towards teacher evaluations is
consistent with Cal Poly’s student body. I’ve
heard the collective groan when students are
instructed to stay after class a few minutes.
I’ve witnessed blind scantron bubbling with
no regards to questions, and I have most
definitely noticed a trend in not completing
^
an evaluation at

Commentary au y« even i

that run the gamut from a teacher’s com
petence in communicating ideas effectively
and the versatility of teaching techniques to
methtxls of evaluating student achievement
and relationships with students in class. But
how much can several ‘strongly disagrees’
affect a teacher’s position at the university?
Let’s take, for instance. Dr. Dense, a
tenured professor with a tendency to nearly
cause deaths due to sheer boredom during
lectures. The material he explains has been
neither updated nor improved during the
past decade. His closed-mindedness Isolates
him from his students, as does his breath. It
is important to note that this teacher can
typically be identified by perpetual armpit
rings.
So, ITr. Dense has no reason to fear for
his job .security; moreover, he takes advan
tage of his esteemed status by recycling old
tests and abandoning office hours. Indeed,
the teacher evaluation should be his neme
sis. But its futility actually serves his glaring
lack of knowledge. Bad reviews go
unchecked and Dr. Dense receives his paycheck.
1 don’t know if l>. Dense resides at Cal
Poly, though I’m confident that if he dexis,
he has successfully evaded the wrath of the
teacher evaluation. For those who can’t pick
up on my blatant sarcasm, absolutely NO
ramifications are in place for a poor teacher
evaluation. Therefore, the teacher evaluation
is ^not a tool departments exploit to weed
out lacking professors; consequently, it car
ries no wrath.
So what are bitter students to do? Speak
with your department heads, write scathing
letters to the Mustang Daily and by all means
possible whip your teacher into shape! I’m
convinced some teachers are plagued by the
mundane, the monotony of classes and are
just one tequila shot away from being the
best damn instructors Cal Poly has seen. So,
do take some time to evaluate your teachers.
You can find me cruising in neutral in
Switzerland.

will admit that
a few eager beavers sincerely .score their profe.s.sors.
However, 1 honestly think these students
must not believe in the anonymity of the
assessment. Maybe these students secretly
hope that their professiir will read their
comments and miraculously grant an A.
This just does not happen.
Unless a teacher extraordinarily bestows
his intelligence upon me, I will not exert
any effort to show my appreciation in the
form of a teacher evaluation. Similarly,
should an inept professor cross my path, 1
relish the opportunity to chastise his igno
rance.
What, exactly, is the purpose of the everelusive teacher evaluation? On one hand,
heads of departments refuse to read the
ranting of an irate student. On the other
hand, it is their responsibility to insure that
qualified instructors are educating students.
And therein lies the dilemma.
No clear-cut remedy exists, but students,
either conscientiously or compulsorily, com
plete teacher evaluations each quarter. I
have not observed any significant changes
in teaching policy as a direct result of
these useless questionnaires.
Caroline Lindahl is a journalism senior and
The evaluations permit scoring on topics M u stang Daily staff writer.
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continued from page 1
favorite songs that recall a certain
memory for us.”
Some of those memories are tied
to the physical act of putting a nee
dle on your favorite LP, Freiberg
said. So he came up with the idea of
Vinyl Record Day to celebrate the
significance of the black discs. The
Mission Plaza event will feature
music from a variety of time periods
because vinyl lovers span several
generations, he said.
“For one person it means Frank
Sinatra and Glenn Miller, and for
another

it’s

the

Sex

Pistols,”

Freiberg said.
There will be live music provid
ed by a swing band and other
bands. In addition, local Djs will
have a chance to show off their
skills in a spin-off, he said.
A DJ equipment manufacturer
C rystal M yers/ summer

mustang

will provide turntables, a mixer,

Blue Sushi, a blues and R&B band, performed at the Concerts in the Plaza. There are 11 bands, ranging from pop rock to salsa, l:ned-up
for the series, which lasts until Aug. 30. The concerts are free, and food and drinks may be b ought from local vendors at the event.

amplifier and speakers for the com 
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“That made it my word against
his,” Kaltenbach said.
He even contacted the parking
meter manutacrurers, who told him
that the meters have a feature that
record when money is put into the
meter. However, according to the
manufacturers, this feature was not
activated on the Cal Poly meters.
Kaltenbach and Brocks were
never questioned in the presence of
each other because of University
Police regularitms, Kaltenbach said.
Kaltenbach sjiid that he is satisfievl
with the investigation hut still stands
by what he Kdieves he saw. 1le said
that he has become even more suspi
cious of parking olficers.'Tm keeping
a closer eye on them now," he said.

arts by his mother
“1 felt that she was accurate, and
1 was vety pleased,” Friedman said.
“ I am really into psychics because
of my mom. I do take them serious
ly and 1 love going to thent.”
For $5, one could have a full
tarot reading for 15 minutes. Some
people take these readings very
seriously, while others see it as
mostly entertainment.
Tamarie, who specializes in the
psychic arts, said that tarot is up for
interpretation.
“Tlte future cards are what we
perceive to be, but it diK'sn’t mean
you can’t change it,” Tamarie .said.
“The future isn’t set in stone.”

This year's editorial staff along with the staffs
of the past 12 years would like to thank AJ.
Schuerm ann for his hard work, his w isdom
and his encouragem ent as the M ustang Daily
business manager. This is the last issue that he
will oversee at Cal Poly. As he leaves the Daily,
his "people" will forever remember the numer
ous hours and constant support that AJ. pro
vided. We will truly miss him. G ood Luck, AJ.
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Plane crash survivor returns to Poly memorial
By Chrystal L Anderson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Sunlight filtered through the trees
above the fresh-cut grass as a single
dove circled in the evening sky over
“The Rock” on June 22. A handful of
people gathered to witness this
touching scene in a serene Mustang
Stadium. On this night, two people
came togethet because both their
lives hold an emotional connection
to the October 29, I960, plane crash
in Toledo, Ohio, that claimed the
lives of 16 Cal Poly ftx)thall players,
the team manager and a booster club
member.
Slowly walking toward the memor
ial to the victims of the plane crash, a
bronzed plaque positioned in a large
blue and brown rock underneath the
flagpole in Mustang Stadium, known
to the Cal Poly community as “The
Rock,” Martha Hogle and A1 Marinai
remembered the night that is posi
tioned in their minds forever.
Hogle, a petite, unassuming
woman with a sparkle in her eye and
fiery red hair, is the widow of an offduty Toledt) police officer who was
called to the scene of the crash in
1960. Marinai, an easygoing, cum
bersome man with wispy silver hair, is
a former Cal Poly fot)tball player who
survived the crash of 1960.
“Can 1 touch it with you?” Hogle
asked Marinai. Slowly nodding his
saddened head, Marinai linked arms
with Hogle and continued to “The
RtKk.”
Later that evening, under dimmed
lights and the smell of wine wafting
in the air at the San Luis Obispo
restaurant “1865,” the two survivors
each told how that fateful night
unfolded for them.
“After the game was over we went
to the student union of Bowling
Green,” Marinai remembered. “We
had dinner there with the Bowling
Green team. They gave awards and
wc got on the bus going to the airport

in Toledo. We arrived at the airport
and the airplane was in the hangar
because of the weathet.”
During the football season it snows
in Ohio and at the young, eight-yearold airport, they were shorthanded.
“We had to push the plane out of
the hangar because the airport was
closed that afternoon,” Marinai
laughed, throwing his strong Italian
hands in the air. “We had to load all
the luggage and football equipment,
and I didn’t know it at the time but
we loaded more than 3000 pounds.
We pushed the plane out to where
the lights are on the strip.”
As he and his team members
pushed the plane to the runway, they
were concerned about the safety of
the situation, Marinai said, but felt

“Then we took o ff and
after a few moments there
was an engine failure on
the left side. We hit and it
blew u p.”
Al Marinai
Crash survivor
they were too young to speak up.
“Then we Hoarded with our equip
ment, and the pilots were the last
ones to board,” he said. “I believe we
boarded the airplane about 8:30
(p.m.) or something like that, and we
were there quite awhile in the air
plane warming the thing up. Then
we t(X)k off and after a few moments
there was an engine failure on the left
side. We hit and it blew up. The next
thing that happened, for a while
there I was by myself, and they came
to my rescue. It was the National
Guard having a parly at the other end
of the airway and they were the first
ones to come to our aid and took us
by ambulance to Toledo Hospital and
Mercy Hospital.”

Meanwhile, at her home with her
husband, Hogle was anxiously
expecting the birth of their child.
“Actually at any moment I was
going to deliver a baby,” Hogle said.
“We were watching T V and it was
reported that all police officers and
fireman should report to the scene of
the accident and, dare I say, I wasn’t
that happy about him leaving.”
As Hogle made his way to the acci
dent scene, Marinai and the other
victims were trying to survive.
“We were leaving and I was in the
back with four other guys,” Marinai
said. “On the way to the hospital
these poor guys get lost. The fog, with
the weather conditions, they didn’t
know where they wete going. They
were trying to help us. 1 remember it,
well, like it was yesterday. After a
while I got to Toledo (Hospital),
luckily just in time; another hour I
would have been done. They put me
in emergency, and they had to get my
blood pres.sure up.”
Joining Marinai in conversation
was Gilbert Stork, a thin, thoughtful
man and also a victim of the crash.
He is now the vice president/assistant
superintendent of student services at
Cuesta College.
“The sensation of the plane start
ing to fall, and when the engine gave
out, 1 was sitting right on the engine
and we had that feeling the plane was
falling and I remember sccxiting down
in my seat and then ... I don’t remem
ber the impact at all, somehow I
bl(xked it out,” Stork said. “The next
thing I knew, I woke up and it was
dark and there were flickering lights
and I knew there was fire or some
thing and people running around
with flashlights and I think my first
conscious thought was that I realized
1 broke some teeth and my first
thought was, ‘My mom is going to kill
me.’ It is just weird. I’ll always
remember that. And then somebody
came along and found me and the
next thing I knew I was put into an
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Marinai, accompanied by his wife (left), and Hogle read a proclamation from Toledo M ayor Jack Ford to
the Cal Poly community. A glass goblet from the people of Toledo was also presented.
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Crash survivor Al Marinai and Martha Hogle, widow of former
Toledo police officer, touch the memorial rock Saturday.
ambulance and whisked off to the
hospital.”
The kx)thall players did not know
what happened to their teammates
and other victims of the crash while
in the hospital.
“We knew that somebody was
dead, people had been killed, but we
didn’t know who,” Stork said.
“Nobixly had formally come in and
intervened with us, and then the stu
dent nurse walked in with .some
newspapers and passed out newspa
pers and that was the first that we
heard and there were three of us in
that room. It was completely devas
tating. There was a number and spe
cific people who had died. That was
really hard. That was probably one of
the hardest things...” he remembered,
his voice trailing off softly.
Marinai knew it was bad and was
afraid to ask, he said.
In the hospital at the same time,
Hogle was delivering her baby boy,
while her husband visited the vic
tims.
“You have to understand I was busy
having babies," she said. “It was sec
ondary in my life other than we
talked about it. Police officers always
talk as a group; it was no big deal to
them. It was just what they had to do.
Duty was duty.”
Marinai said he has never stopped
thinking about it.
“1 have been close with my team
members throughout the years and
now after 40 years the reunion or
whatever you want to call it,” he said
painfully. “It’s not easy, I didn’t come
back for 40 years, I had personal rea
sons and in the year 2000 Mike (La
Plante) sent a letter asking if I would

come down in the memory of my
teammates. Then my son-of-a-gun
teammates nominated me for the hall
of fame, and that was the greatest
thing. Now they are going to rename
that stadium to (Mustang) Memorial
Stadium in memory of those that we
lost. It w(.>uld be a gtxxl thing for
them and a gtxxJ thing for their fami
lies and teammates, and good for the
school. I am really kxiking forward to
it.”
Making their way to the stadium.

“The next thing I knew, I
woke up and it was dark
and there were flickering
lights and I knew there was
a f i r e ...”
Gilbert Stork
crash survivor
the handful of witnesvses patiently
waited for the proclamation.
A t “The Rock,” Marinai and
Hogle tenderly reached down and
placed their intertwined hands on the
memorial. The two stood up and
bowed their heads in silent prayer for
the victims.
Hogle then read a prcKlamation
from Toledo’s Mayor Jack Ford and
bestowed former Cal Poly dean of stu
dents Everett Chandler with a glass
goblet from the people of Toledo
inscribed with the city’s name.
It was a tearful first meeting for
Hogle and Marinai. Embracing,
Hogle said, “We’re still with you.” arinai replied, “Thank you.”

